
Darkflash TR360 PC Water Cooling AiO RGB 3x 120x120 (black) Ref: 6926170083688
Darkflash TR360 PC Water Cooling AiO RGB 3x 120x120 (black)

360 mm Darkflask TR360 water cooler (black)
Adequate cooling of your computer is what you get with this device. In addition to being functional and reliable, it is also stylish through
its  colourful  backlighting  and  modern  design.3  powerful  120mm  fans  and  a  heat  sink  with  wavy  fins  are  responsible  for  the  right
temperature. It  can be synchronised with the motherboard via the ARGB cable to reflect its colours. The device provides optimal heat
distribution  and  quiet  operation  at  a  maximum of  35  DB  at  a  time.  The  device  is  compatible  with  AMD and  Intel  processors  and  the
installation itself is very simple.
 
Effective cooling
Thanks to the corrugated structure of the fins, the efficiency of the device is increased. Powerful fans deliver an airflow of 70 CFM, which
ensures  that  the  cooling  liquid  temperature  is  effectively  lowered.  Cooling  can  be  maintained  through  optimum  heat  dissipation  and
exchange, thanks to a clever design and the use of materials perfectly suited to dissipating high temperatures.
 
Quiet use
You don't have to worry about noise, as the fans are built to effectively minimise it. Thanks to the air interception technology used in the
fan blade design, the air resistance is reduced, so that the maximum noise generated does not exceed 35 db.
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 Easy Mount
Installation of this unit is very simple. It can be synchronized with your motherboard and is compatible with specific AMD and Intel CPU
models including LGA 775 / 1155 / 1156 / 1366 / 2011 and AM4/FM2 / FM1 / AM3+ / AM3 / AM2+ / AM2.
 
 Functionality and style
The built-in cooling pipe is covered with a braided and robust material, which prevents it from abrasion or accidental damage. This also
contributes to its flexibility, making it much easier to place inside the case.
 
 Highlight
The  device  has  a  modern  design,  which  is  highlighted  by  3  fans  with  3  rows  of  RGB  spirals  placed  and  a  pump  located  on  the
processor.ARGB cable allows you to connect the cooling under the controller, which allows you to integrate the cooling into a functioning
system of glowing components.
 
............
Water cooling
INTEL & AMD installation kit
Mounting screws
User manual
Thermal conductive paste
Manufacturer
Darkflash
Model
TR360
Cooling type
Water
Color
Black
Number of fans
3
Fan size
120x120 mm
Fan size
120x120x25 mm
Fan size
120x120x25 mm
Bearing type
Hydraulic Bearing
Fan speed
1800 RPM
Airflow
69.39 CFM
Maximum fan noise
35 dBA
Heatsink dimensions
394x120x27 mm
Heatsink dimensions
394x120x27 mm
Material of heatsink
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Aluminum
Dimensions of pump
75x75x53 mm
Pump speed
2500 RPM
Maximum noise level of pump
23 dBA
Power supply voltage
12 V
Maximum current
190 mA
Connector
4 Pin + 3 Pin
Lighting
ARGB
Compatibility
Intel: LGA 775 / 1155 / 1156 / 1366 / 2011 (Core i3/i5/i7) AMD: AM4/FM2 / FM1 / AM3+ / AM3 / AM2+ / AM2
Weight
1.82 kg
TDP
250 W

Preço:

€ 102.00

Jogos, Cooling, Water cooling
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